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microcosm as omar khaYYam’s philosophY

The oeuvre of the great scientist, poet, philosopher, mathematician, astronomer, astrologer Omar 
Khayyam arouses the enduring interest of researchers. Each direction of science is aimed at the cognition 
of the world, to which the oriental sage has devoted his life to solving the mystery.

The purpose of the article is to analyze the scientific, philosophical and literary heritage of the sci-
entist, his educational contribution to the world’s cultural treasury. The authors determine the place and 
role of the creative heritage of Omar Khayyam in the modern world by investigating historical sources 
which describe facts about the life and work of a scientist.

The article contains a multi-level research concept, and they are not reducible to simplified schemes 
of the scientist’s life and career. Studying the multidimensionality of the phenomenon of Omar Khayyam 
in literature, history, philosophical and his educational tractates, the authors of this article note the mul-
tipolarity of scientific approaches and interpretations of the Rubaiat. The personality of Omar Khayyam 
ranks with the great names of Rudaki, Ferdowsi, Sanai, Jami, Saadi, Hafiz, Rumi and other philosophers. 
He was called as the most educated person of the century, a connoisseur of truth, the king of philoso-
phers of the East and West.

The authors also analyze the original writing style of Omar Khayyam, filled with “pessimistic” hu-
mor, cosmic meaning, and also analyze texts reflecting the life and creative changes in the fate of the 
poet. For many centuries, he was known as a famous mathematician, astronomer and physicist, but only 
in the XIX century the publication of European translations of his poetic lines really made him a world’s 
famous writer.
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Омaр Хaйям фи ло со фиясы ның әлем ке ңіс ті гін де гі ор ны

Шы ғыс тың ұлы ғaлы мы, aқын, мaтемaтик, aст ро ном, aст ро лог Омaр Хaйям ның шығaрмaшы-
лы ғынa де ген зерт теу ші лер дің қы зы ғу шы лықтaры қaшaндa толaстaмaғaн. Шы ғыс ғaлы мы бaр 
өмі рін ғы лым ның әр сaлaсын зерт теу де әлем дік тaным мен оның құ пиялaрын зерт теу ге aрнaғaн. 

Мaқaлaның мaқсaты – ғaлым ның ғы лы ми-фи ло со фия лық жә не әде би мұрaғaтын, оның әлем-
дік мә де ниет қaзынaсынa қосқaн үле сін тaлдaу. Тaри хи мұрaлaрды зерт тей оты рып ғaлым ның 
өмі рі мен шығaрмaшы лық мұрaғaтын дә лел дейт ін фaкті лер ді не гіз ге aлғaн aвторлaр оның қaзір гі 
зaмaндa aлaтын ор нын тaлдaйды. Мaқaлaдa ғaлым ның өмі рі мен шығaрмaшы лы ғын сипaттaйт-
ын мә лі мет тер ден тыс бір не ше дең гей ден тұрaтын күр де лі зерт теу кон цеп ті ле рі қaрaсты рылғaн. 
Ав торлaр Омaр Хaйям ның жaн-жaқты лық ерек ше лік те рін сaрaптaй оты рып ғaлым ның әде биет-
те гі, тaрихтaғы, фи ло со фия лық жә не ғы лы ми aғaрту шы лық трaктaттaры мен рубaйяттaрынa де-
ген ғы лы ми көзқaрaсын aтaп өт кен. Омaр Хaйям тұлғaсы ұлы Рудaки, Фир доуси, Сaнaи, Джaми, 
Сaaди, Хaфизa, Ру ми сияқ ты сөз ше бер ле рі мен бір қaтaрдa тұр. Омaр Хaйям ды ғaсыр ғaлы мы, 
aқиқaттың біл гі рі, Шы ғыс пен Бaтыс фи ло софтaры ның пaтшaсы деп aтaғaн.

Ав торлaр тек Омaр Хaйямғa ғaнa тән “пес си мис тік” әзіл-сықaқ пен оның ке ңіс тік ой-се зі мін 
зерт тей оты рып, aқын ның өмір лік жә не шығaрмaшы лық тaғды ры ның түр лі ке зең де рін тaлдaйды. 
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Тaлaй ғaсырлaр бойы aтaқты мaтемaтик, aст ро ном, фи зик ре тін де тaнымaл бо лып кел ген Омaр 
Хaйям ның aты XIX ғасырда Ев ропaдa aудaрылғaн әде би шығaрмaлaры мен өлең де рі aрқы лы 
әлем ге әйгі лі бол ды.

Тү йін  сөз дер: «рубaи», фи ло со фия лық мaғынaсы, трaктaт, aқын-фи ло соф, функ ционaлдық 
поэ зия.
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 Мик ро косм кaк фи ло со фия Омaрa Хaйямa

Твор чест во ве ли ко го уче но го, поэтa, фи ло софa, мaтемaтикa, aст ро номa, aст ро логa Омaрa 
Хaйямa вы зывaет неп ре хо дя щий ин те рес исс ле довaте лей. Кaждое нaпрaвле ние нaуки нaце ле но 
нa познa ние мирa, рaзгaдке тaйны ко то ро го пос вя тил свою жиз нь вос точ ный муд рец.

Цель стaтьи – aнaлиз нaуч но-фи ло со фс ко го и ли терaтурно го нaсле дия уче но го, его прос ве-
ти тель ско го вклaдa в ми ро вую сок ро вищ ни цу куль ту ры. Исс ле дуя ис то ри чес кие ис точ ни ки, опи-
сывaющие фaкты о жиз ни и твор чест ве уче но го, aвто ры оп ре де ляют мес то и роль твор чес ко го 
нaсле дия Омaрa Хaйямa в сов ре мен ном ми ре.

Стaтья со дер жит мно гоуров не вый исс ле довaтельс кий кон цепт, нес во ди мый к уп ро щен ным 
схемaм жиз нен но го и твор чес ко го пу ти уче но го. Изучaя мно гоaспект нос ть фе но менa Омaрa 
Хaйямa в ли терaту ре, ис то рии, фи ло со фс кие и нaуч но-прос ве ти тель ские трaктaты уче но го, aвто-
ры от мечaют мно го по ляр ность нaуч ных под хо дов и трaкто вок рубaйятa. Лич нос ть Омaрa Хaйямa 
стоит в од ном ря ду с ве ли ки ми именaми Рудaки, Фир доуси, Сaнaи, Джaми, Сaaди, Хaфизa, Ру ми 
и дру ги ми мaстерaми словa. Его нaзывaли уче ней шим му жем векa, знaто ком ис ти ны, цaрем фи-
ло со фов Вос токa и Зaпaдa.

Ав то ры тaкже про во дят aнaлиз ори гинaльно го сти ля пись мa Омaрa Хaйямa, нaпол нен но го 
«пес си мис ти чес ким» юмо ром, кос ми чес ким смыс лом, a тaкже aнaли зи руют текс ты, отрaжaющие 
жиз нен ные и твор чес кие пе ри пе тии в судь бе поэтa. Мно го ве ков он был из вес тен кaк знaме ни-
тый мaтемaтик, aст ро ном и фи зик, но толь ко в XIX сто ле тии пуб ликaции ев ро пейс ких пе ре во дов 
его поэти чес ких ст рок по-нaстояще му сделaли его все мир но знaме ни тым ли терaто ром.

Клю че вые словa: «рубaи», фи ло со фс кий смысл, трaктaт, поэт-фи ло соф, функ ционaльнaя 
поэ зия.

Introduction

Nowadays, Omar Khayyam is known all around 
the whole world. Mostly as the author of the immortal 
Rubai, who so subtly and with inspiration felt the 
contradiction of life being. In the research literature 
there is a version that Omar Khayyam is a fiction, a 
myth and such a person never existed on our planet. 
Another option is that under this name there are hidden 
several persons, not one. There was a time when the 
poet Omar Khayyam and the mathematician Omar al-
Khayyam were determined as different people. For 
example, in the Russian Encyclopedic Dictionary 
of Brockhaus and Efron, in volume 42, there is an 
article “Omar Al-Qayami” about a scientist, and in 
73rd volume – an article “Heyyam or Omar Heyyam” 
about the poet (Charusai A., 2014).

Nowadays, scientists are united in the opinion 
that such a person existed and there is convincing 
evidence for this. Note, that in Persian writings the 
author referred as Omar Khayyam, and in Arabic – 
Omar al-Khayyami.

The subject of the research is the life and creative 
activity of one of the brightest geniuses of the East, 
an encyclopedic scholar, poet Omar Khayyam.

Purpose of the study: analysis of the scientific, 
philosophical and literary heritage of the scientist, 
his educational contribution to the world treasury of 
culture.

The complete and accurate biography of Omar 
Khayyam does not exist, even the dates of his birth 
and death are set approximately. There were such 
situations when a pen of scientist was “broke” in the 
proof of the authorship of Khayyam’s works. This 
case is facilitated by the ever-increasing verses of 
imitators and parodists. At one time, George Gulia 
wrote a novel about the Persian scholar, which was 
based on reliable facts, although not all material of 
his novel have reached us (Gulia G., 1976).

Objectives: to study the historical facts about 
the life and work of the scientist, presented in 
various sources. Determine the place and role of 
the creative heritage of Omar Khayyam in the 
modern world.
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Methods: content analysis, discourse obser-
vation, semantic, comparative and linguistic stylistic 
analysis.

Materials and methods. Scientific 
methodology

The study is based on articles and websites 
devoted to the study of the life and work of a 
medieval sage – Giyasaddin Abul-Fath Omar ibn 
Ibrahim al-Khayyam Nishapuri. His was born on 
May 18, 1048, in Nishapur. In some works, it is 
written that Nishapur is a small village located in 
the east of Iran. In fact, Nishapur at that time was a 
fairly large city and belonged to the ancient cultural 
province of Khorasan.

In the process of research, the following methods 
were used: historical content analysis, discourse 
observation, comparative analysis of various 
versions and interpretations proposed by researchers 
of Omar Khayyam’s work.

It is a very interesting fact that the horoscope, 
developed by historian Abu-l-Hasan al-Bayhaqi, 
who personally knew him, helped to establish 
Khayyam’s date of birth. The first analysis of the 
horoscope was performed by the Indian researcher 
Swami Govinda Tirtha, he received the exact date 
of birth – May 18, 1048. In his calculation, Govinda 
used the medieval Indian tables of the movements 
of the planets. Later his calculations were repeatedly 
checked. Prior to the analysis of the horoscope, 
most sources (including the second edition of TSB) 
indicated 1040 year of birth.

The future torch of eastern scholarly thought 
was born in the family of the tentor. The word 
“Khayyam” literally means “tent master”, from 
the word “Khaimah” – tent. Later Khayyam will 
beat this fact in his quatrain, calling himself: “A 
master who sews tents of silk of the mind ...” (M. 
Kurgantsev, 1986).

Ibn Ibrahim in his name means the “son of 
Ibrahim”. Thus, Khayyam’s father was called 
Ibrahim and he came from a kind of artisans. Omar 
was the only son, so the father did not spare the funds 
for the education of his son, especially since he was 
incredibly capable, he grasped everything on the fly. 
When he was 8 years old, he already knew the Koran 
from memory, studied astronomy, mathematics and 
philosophy. At the age of 12 he became a student 
of the Nishapur madrasa. He brilliantly completed a 
course in Muslim law and medicine, having obtained 
the qualifications of a hakim, that is, a doctor. But 
medical practice was of little interest to Omar. He 
was fond of mathematics, and he studied the works 
of the famous mathematician and astronomer Sabit 

Ibn Curry, the works of Greek mathematicians.
Khayyam was sixteen years old when his 

parents died during the epidemic. He had to sell his 
father’s house and workshop and go to Samarkand, 
where Khayyam was a student, then a mentor in a 
madrasa. All sources are tells that he demonstrated 
remarkable abilities to science already in his youth.

The final stage of the study consists the first 
experience of independent scientific work of 
Khayyam, dedicated to extracting the root of any 
positive integer degree n from a positive integer N. 
It is indicated that in this treatise Khayyam, on the 
basis of earlier works of Indian mathematicians, in 
fact, proposed a method for solving the equations 
x ^ n = a (n is an integer), similar to the method of 
Ruffini-Horner. In addition, the treatise, apparently, 
contained a rule for the decomposition of the natural 
degree of the binary term (a + b) ^ n, that is, the 
well-known Newton binomial formula for natural 
indicators (Pompeev Yu.A., 2003).

Further, due to his patrons, the scientist manages 
to work in science harder. At the time of Khayyam, 
a scientist was not a wealthy man, and in this case 
he could systematically do science only at the 
court of one or another ruler, holding one of four 
posts: secretary (dabir), poet, astrologer or doctor, 
sometimes combining these posts. Nizami Arusi 
Samarkandi in the “Collection of rarities” explains 
in detail: “Dabir, a poet, an astrologer and a doctor, 
are the king’s neighbors, and it is impossible for 
him to do without them. In dabir – the fortress of 
government, on the poet – eternal glory, on the 
astrologer – good organization of affairs, doctor 
– health of body. And these are four grave affairs 
and noble sciences from the branches of science 
of philosophy: dabirism and poetry are from 
the branches of logic, astrology is the branch of 
mathematics and medicine is the branch of natural 
science “(Nizami Aruzi Samarkandi, 1963). The fate 
of the scientist depended on the will of the ruler, on 
court intrigues and palace coups. Omar Khayyam 
was no exception. He also depended on the patrons 
whom he always mentioned and thanked in his 
writings.

It is believed that the first of the well-known 
patrons of Khayyam was the chief judge of the 
city of Samarkand Abu Tahir Abd ar-Rahman ibn 
Alak. In the introduction to his algebraic treatise, 
Khayyam talks about his disasters: «Most of those 
who currently have the appearance of scientists dress 
the truth with a lie, not going beyond falsification in 
science and pretending to seem as knowledgeable ... 
And if they meet a person distinguished by that he 
seeks truth, tries to reject lies and hypocrisy and reject 
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boasting and deception, they make him the object 
of their contempt and ridicule ”(Y. Kosagovsky, 
2013). The outstanding mathematical abilities of the 
young Omar Khayyam were noticed by the ruler of 
Bukhara, Shams-al-Mulk, who, inviting him to his 
place, as the legend says, “put him with him next 
to the throne as a sign of higher respect” ... (Omar 
Khayyam. Rubayat, 2009 ).

A special page in the life of Khayyam is the 
time spent at the court of Sultan Malik Shah. The 
city of Isfahan was a real power, stretching from 
the Mediterranean Sea in the west to the borders of 
China in the east, from the Main Caucasus Range 
in the north to the Persian Gulf in the south. Hotels, 
caravanserais, mosques, beautiful houses, bazaars 
of Isfahan aroused the admiration of travelers. An 
observatory was built here and the best astronomers 
were invited. Under the supervision of Omar 
Khayyam, scientific observations were conducted at 
the observatory for five years, as a result of which 
a new calendar was developed, distinguished by 
a high degree of accuracy. He was seven seconds 
more accurate than the current Gregorian calendar 
(developed in the 16th century), where the annual 
error is twenty-six seconds.

In 1077 Khayyam finishes his mathematical work 
«Comments on the difficulties in the introductions 
of the book of Euclid.» In 1080, Khayyam wrote 
the philosophical treatise on being and ought, and 
soon another philosophical essay – The Answer 
to Three Questions. The famous quatrains were 
created by Omar Khayyam, by the hypothesis of his 
biographers, throughout his life.

At the end of 1092, the mysterious deaths of 
the two patrons of Omar Khayyam, Sultan Malik 
Shah and Vizier Nizam al-Mulk, radically changed 
the life of Khayyam. In fact, the head of state 
was the widow of Malik Shah Turkan-Khatun, 
who, relying on the Turkic Guard, achieved the 
proclamation of her five year old son Mahmud 
by the Sultan. Omar Khayyam’s position at the 
court was shaken, although he also performed 
the duties of an astrologer and doctor at the new 
court. Turkan-Khatun did not recognize a talented 
scientist, sincerely not understanding why an 
observatory is needed and scientific research in 
general.

No wonder that Isfahan soon lost his position 
as a royal residence and main scientific center, the 
capital was again transferred to Merv in Khorasan. 
Khayyam makes an attempt to interest the new 
rulers in subsidizing the observatory – he writes a 
book with an obvious «populist» character «Nauruz-
name» about the history of Nauruz, the solar calendar 

and various calendar reforms. Alas, the book did not 
help – the Isfahan Observatory was closed.

About the late period of life of Omar Khayyam 
there are not much information, as well as about his 
youth. According to sources, the seditious fame of 
the free-thinker and apostate was added to the glory 
of Khayyam as an outstanding mathematician and 
astronomer. Khayyam’s freedom-loving views were 
not shared by the adherents of Islam. The relationship 
of the scientist with the higher clergy deteriorated 
sharply. They took such a dangerous character for 
Omar Khayyam that he was forced to make a long 
and difficult journey of pilgrimage to Mecca in his 
middle-aged years. Al-Kifty in the “History of the 
Wise Men” reports: “When his contemporaries 
blackened his faith and brought out those secrets that 
he hid, he was afraid for his blood and grabbed the 
reins of his tongue and pen and made a hajj because 
of fear, not because of God-fearing ... ”(Sultanov S. 
Z., Sultanov K. Z., 2012).

At the end of his life, Khayyam “was stingy in 
writing and teaching.” He lived in Nishapur, had 
a few students, participated in scientific debates, 
occasionally traveled to Bukhara. In the “House of 
Joy” Tabrizi reported that Khayyam “never had an 
inclination for family life, and he left no offspring. 
All that remains of him are the quatrains and well-
known works on philosophy in Arabic and Persian 
languages  ” (revolution.allbest.ru/philosophy). The 
date of his death is still arguing. The variant on 
December 4, 1131 – does not contradict any of the 
documents, and it seems that it should be considered 
the most probable date of death.

Literature review
According to the researchers (S.A. Erkaev, A.S. 

Erkaev, 2013): the scientific works, treatises, and 
rubies of Omar Khayyam are valuable sources on 
the history of the peoples of the East. They are all 
written in Arabic. His scientific views are presented 
in the works: in mathematics – “Al-Javob an-Salos 
Masoil” (1091; “Answer to three questions”), 
“Risola dar isboti Masalahi chabra mukobala” 
(1066-1070; “Treatise on solving the problem of 
contradictions” ), “Risola dar sarghi mush-kiloti 
Uklidus” (1098; “Treatise on the comments of 
Euclidean complexity”), “Mushkulot-ul-hisob” 
(1092; “Complexity of the accounting”). They 
are the highest achievement of Central Asian and 
Iranian mathematics of the X1 – X11 centuries.

According to Czech Iranianist Jan Rypka: “The 
legends related to Khayyam represent him as a God-
fearing person who was very popular as a scholar 
until the mid-12th century ... In ancient sources, his 
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name is usually not mentioned in connection with 
poetry. Probably, his contemporaries considered his 
poems to be not so outstanding in comparison with 
his scientific activities ”(Jan Rypka, 2013).

According to many experts, Khayyami rubai 
(and not Khayyam’s rubai!) Is the folklore of the 
Persian people, actually “the product of the collective 
Persian.” A famous 19th century French orientalist, 
Zham Darmsteter, wrote that it was not just a free-
thinker who lightened his heart by giving his own 
“rubai” for “rubai” by Khayyam (Zabikhullakh 
Safa, 2013).

Alam Dehhuda, the author of the 25-volume 
explanatory dictionary of the Persian language, 
notes: “He was not verbose; He did not write 
huge treatises and had no famous students. Even 
his charming Persian “rubai” are few, probably he 
considered himself a scientist, not a poet. Even his 
contemporary Nizami Aruzi, who was interested 
in his activities, mentioning his knowledge in 
astronomy, does not say anything about his “rubai” 
(Alam Dehkhud, 2013).

 “The book “Rubayat”, known to many as the 
work of Khayyam, includes from 80 to 1,200 rubai. 
Almost everywhere is the confusion of thoughts. If 
we, for the sake of entertainment, leaf through the 
book of “rubai” and read the quatrains by ourselves, 
we will encounter contradictory ideas, different 
content, old and new themes. These contradictions 
are so obvious that if a person changed his 
convictions twice a day for 100 years of his life, his 
poems would not be as contradictory as Khayyam’s 
quatrains ... “(Sadek Hedayat, 2013).

Khayyam translations made by O. Rumer in 
the 20s – early 30s, and then – the translations of I. 
Tkhorzhevsky became widespread in Russian.

As a result of research by orientalists, in 
particular, English scientist D. Ross and Danish 
– A. Christensen, some more rubai were found in 
Khayyam’s manuscripts, the authorship of which 
is doubtful, and the total number of “wandering 
quatrains” reached 108. A disappointing discovery, 
especially when you consider that the time of the 
creation of the quatrains is separated from us by a 
gap of eight centuries, Khayyam’s manuscript has 
not been preserved in its lifetime, and no reliable 
details are known of the writing of the quatrains. 
The texts of the quatrains do not contain datings (as 
well as indirect information on which they could be 
dated). True, the name Khayyam is found in some 
of the quatrains, but, strictly speaking, this cannot 
serve as proof of authenticity, because the author of 
a fake, for example, would begin with this. At one 
time (1904). Christensen A. , falling into complete 

pessimism, argued that only 12 quatrains could be 
recognized as truly Hayam’s, but later (1927) he 
refused from such a nihilistic position and suggested 
that 121 rubai could   be considered authentic (stihi.
ru ›2012/02/07/299).

Results and discussion 
The materials listed above are an example of 

the discourse in which the scale of the personality 
of the scientist-philosopher is currently being 
discussed. In all materials, one way or another, 
the topic of authorship of rubai, the significance of 
scientific research on philosophy, mathematics, and 
astronomy is touched upon.

In contrast, for example, to Avicenna, Omar 
Khayyam did not give a specific philosophical 
system, but his elaborations dealt with the most 
important philosophical questions. These are 
treatises on being and ought, on existence, on 
contradiction in the world, etc.

Joobin Bekhrad said: “What was the Rubáiyát 
of Omar Khayyám, and who was this enigmatic 
personage with whom Sotheran’s, as well as 
innumerable others, were fascinated? An 11th-
Century polymath from eastern Iran, Khayyámwas 
revered in his lifetime for his groundbreaking work 
in astronomy and mathematics. As with other Iranian 
polymaths like Ibn Sina (Avicenna), Khayyám was 
also a poet. That said, his poetry was unlike that 
of any other Persian poet before him, and he has 
occupied, for centuries, a place wholly unique in the 
grand corpus of classical Persian literature” (Joobin 
Bekhrad, 2018).

The British mathematician Ian Stewart assigns a 
special place to the writings of Omar Khayyam, his 
works in many ways anticipating time (Ian Stewart, 
2010). Researcher Kramar F. D. compares the 
development of Omar Khayyam and Nasiriddin Tusi 
on the theory of parallel lines (Kramar F. D., 1964). 
Scientists Rosenfeld B.A., Yushkevich A.P. also 
investigated the theory of parallel lines in the works 
of O. Khayyam (Rosenfeld, BA, Yushkevich, AP, 
1983). He was engaged in Khayyam and astrology, 
but he did not attach any particular importance to 
it. He laughed at those who wanted to guess their 
fate by the stars. He said: “This mutt, stupid human, 
miserable shopkeeper is absolutely sure that the 
heavenly luminaries are so preoccupied with the 
fate of his worthless profits! Get rid of him! Let him 
not imagine himself that the whole Universe with 
its myriad stars is writhing with fear for its goods 
”(Ilyasov Yadvat, 1986).

Doctor, translator Shojaeddin Shafa believes that: 
Omar Khayyam is the most interesting figure among 
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the stars of Persian literature. His poetic pearls sparkle, 
like many centuries ago, and his “Jalali” calendar is 
more accurate than the modern ... 

Roshdi Rashed wrote: Though initially published 
as an anonymous pamphlet, once the Rubáiyát was 
discovered by Rossetti, Swinburne and others, it 
swiftly became famous. It is said that its effect on 
Victorian England was no less considerable than 
that of Darwin’s On the Origin of Species, published 
in the same year, 1859 (The Guardian, 2018). 

Maurice Boucher (French poet and playwright) 
writes: “I am one of Khayyam’s followers. Wine, 
beloved and courtier, from my point of view, are the 
flower of life, wisdom and intelligence. ”

Gulrukhsor Safieva (national poetess of 
Tajikistan): “It has long been concluded that a wise 
man like Khayyam cannot repeat a hundred times 
like a parrot: drink wine, drink wine. I found Rubai 
twins, triplets ... They are all – imitating him in 
different centuries. Everyone who was not happy 
with their time spoke on behalf of Khayyam. ”

Researcher Mujtaba Maynawi said: “We can say 
with great confidence that the Iranians consider every 
attractive “rubai” as the poetry of Khayyam and 
attribute it to the poet. Therefore, it is impossible to 
determine exactly which “rubai” actually belong to 
Khayyam and which are attributed to him ”(Maurice 
Bushor and others, 2013).

Conclusion
 Thus, “in his homeland Khayyam was better 

known as a philosopher and mathematician, until the 
19th century, the time of “discovery” of Khayyam by 
Europeans – his popularity as a poet was significantly 
less than that used, for example, by Ferdousi, 
Saadi, Hafiz” (Osmanov Magomed-Nuri, 1972). 
Over time, the memory of even the greatest people 
becomes weaker, and Omar Khayyam was expected 
by the usual posthumous fate of many remarkable 
scientists: mentioning in a few lines in the history of 
mathematics, astronomy and philosophy, which he 
was considered to be the greatest connoisseur during 
his lifetime. But fate decreed otherwise, immortality 
was not provided to him not by scientific treatises, 
but “frivolous” poems.

In Persian classical literature, the name of poetry 
– nazm – comes from the word “ordering”, it was 
a kind of system of speech turns. Another meaning 
of this word is “drilling and stringing pearls” which 
was often played up by poets and writers. It is not by 
chance that poetry is compared to fine jewelry work. 
Khayyam is, above all, best known for his quatrains 
– beautiful pearls: deep in meaning, brief in shape 
of rubai (Kondyreva N., 2014). The main themes 
of Khayyam’s poetry: “The mysterious potter 

sculpturing the skull..”, the creator of everything on 
earth. The next topic is the brevity and fussiness of 
human life, the cycle of life and death: “Having seen 
the frenzy of the world, wait to grieve...”. Many 
variations on the topic of wine, as a means against 
all sorrows: “All heart-curing illnesses are treatable 
by wine ...”.

Khayyam’s poetic work became known to 
Europeans in the new time due to translations of 
the English poet Edward Fitzgerald. So in the XIX 
century Khayyam was re-opened. Readers loved 
him, and Fitzgerald’s book stood up to 25 editions by 
the end of the century. The audience was delighted 
with the short quatrains, they were taught by heart, 
quoted, inserted into advertising slogans. FitzGerald 
was enthralled and declared that the poems had “the 
ring of true metal” (The Guardian, 2018.) 

But not everyone so enthusiastically perceived 
the talent of the latter-day poet. In 1897, an article 
by scientist V.A. Zhukovsky’s “Omar Khayyam 
and the “wandering “quatrains” in which the 
author convincingly proves that most of the poems 
are mistakenly attributed to Khayyam, and the 
authorship of a minority is rather controversial. For 
the general public, this article did not have much 
value, but it deeply hurt the scholars of orientalists, 
who to this day calculate the author’s identity as a 
rubai.

What is the mystery of interest in the poet, 
such a stunning success of Khayyam’s creations? 
Perhaps in a special understanding of the eternal 
themes of life and death, love and hate, alternation 
of happiness and adversity. But these themes are 
presented in the works of other poets, about which 
no one remembers. Maybe this is a kind of magic of 
Persian versification, a prophetic gift, conciseness 
and directness of the poet’s address to the reader. 
One can only guess, and with inspiration once again 
plunge into the life lessons and edifications of the 
great poet.

So, what do we know about Omar Khayyam, 
in whose biography there are more legends than 
truth? Persian genius, combining the talents of a 
scientist and poet. Engaged in poetry, mathematics, 
astronomy and philosophy. In the literature he 
achieved recognition with his quatrains (“rubai”), 
in algebra he constructed a classification of cubic 
equations, created a more accurate calendar than 
European. Behind these dry sentences is a lifetime, 
about which we still know very little.

It is true, that the more you learn about 
a person, his life and career, the more one-
sided and shallower is your initial idea of   him. 
Probably every creative person is both complex 
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and simple. We simplify to understand, but 
behind this simplification there is always more. 
As in this case, before you is no longer the wise 
old man with a cup of wine in his hand, reclining 
in a Persian squash and composing his sparkling 
quatrains, but a great mind that thinks clearly and 
concisely, suffers and thirsts for truth. Khayyam’s 
every quatrain is an equation, a clear formula. 
The abundance of a dash in verses gives rise to 
aphorism and memorability.

The poet is looking for the Unknown, combining 
different values. He is often alone in his truth, 
his philosophy, the conclusions are sometimes 

contradictory, but this is the point, to which the 
testimony of the poet’s remarkable rubai reveals 
the essence of Man. “His quatrains made their way, 
like springs, from the depths of folk art. Khayyam’s 
every quatrain is a little poem. Khayyam cut the 
form of the quatrain as a precious stone, approved 
the internal laws of hackai, and in this area he has no 
equal ”(V. Derzhavin, 1972).

The universe of Omar Khayyam shines with 
stars of wisdom, scientific discoveries, cosmic 
energy, a sense of unity with eternity. Humanity 
still lives according to the guidelines that Omar 
Khayyam once outlined.
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